New This Year: Instead of dropping entries off, teachers will be responsible for hanging and displaying their students’ entries.

- Teachers will have access to hang their student’s Entries at Appel Farm (457 Shirley Road, Elmer, NJ 08318) on Wednesday, March 25th, Thursday, March 26th, and Monday, March 30th between 9:00 AM-7:30 PM. All Entries must be hung by March 30, 2020 at 7:30 PM. Entries that do not receive awards must be removed and taken home at the end of the Festival, by 5:00 PM on Wednesday, April 1, 2020.
- Visual Arts entries must be submitted with a completed Visual Arts Entry Label. Please print as many labels as you need, cut on the dotted line, print neatly in black ink, and tape a corresponding label to the back of each entry before hanging or displaying the entry.